
Case Title:  

Name: 

Organization: 

Summary: 



1. WHAT: What is the general context in which the case takes place? What organizational or
development challenge(s) or opportunities prompted you to collaborate, learn, and/or
adapt?

2. What two CLA Sub-Components are most clearly reflected in your case?



3. HOW: What steps did you take to apply CLA approaches to address the challenge or

opportunity described above?



4. RESULTS: Choose one of the following questions to answer.

We know you may have answers in mind for both questions; However please choose one to highlight as part of this
case story



5. ENABLING CONDITIONS: How have enabling conditions - resources (time/money/staff),

organizational culture, or business/work processes - influenced your results? How would

you advise others to navigate any challenges you may have faced?

The CLA Case Competition is managed by USAID's CLA Team in the Bureau for Policy, Planning and 

Learning (PPL) and by the Program Cycle Mechanism (PCM), a PPL mechanism implemented by Environmental 

Incentives and Bixal. 
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	Case Title: Enhancing locally-led development in Kenya through community-owned, community-led and community-driven interventions
	Submitter: Irene Gathinji & Daisy Rono
	Organization: Aga Khan Foundation- Yetu Initiative
	Summary: 
Think of this section as an executive summary or abstract. For best results, write this last. If your case is a winner or finalist, this summary could be featured on a poster or in a USAID Learning Lab blog post, so it needs to make sense on its own and spark interest in reading more about your case. Be sure to spell out all acronyms in this section.

We're looking for a brief overview of your case in narrative form that includes a short description of:
- The context of your case
- The organizational or development challenge that prompted you to use a CLA approach
- The CLA approach you used
- The outcomes of your CLA approach

(Approximate Word Limit: 200-250)

	Context: CSO Sustainability: Donor funds dwindling, AKF and USAID partnership, 8 CSOs provided learning. In 2019 refocused to do bootcamp, amount raised, learning provided a shift from physical to virtual bootcamp. Amount raised, technological innovations, partnerships forged. Sustainable projects



The need to introduce locally-led development to the communities: lack of CSO soordination , competition amongts the CSOs, need for collective action, co-creation and formation of 11 LDOs, strategic plan, collaborations and public partication has led to civic education being funded by Government




	Dropdown2: [Internal Collaboration]
	CLA Approach: [This is the most important question on the form. 

Please write a narrative that describes the steps you took in implementing your CLA approach. Imagine that a colleague wants to replicate your CLA approach in their context and provide enough detail so they can follow your approach step-by-step.

- What did you do first? What came next?
To ensure CSOs were on their path to sustainabilty and less dependent on donor funding, Yetu selected on a yearly basis built the capacity of 30 CSOs on local resource mobilization within a period of 3months. During the 3month bootcamp period, the local organizations were equipped with the tools to fundraise and a coach was assigned to each organization who would provide mentroship on a continous basis through weekly check in meeting. After the three months, the CSOs would be called to a a  workshop to clebrate results and learn from the activities each organization undertook. The winning organizations would then be awarded a grant to motivate them further, while the learnings realized are ploughed back to the next cohort. A community of practice has been created and comprises organizations who partipated in all the cohorts. Total amount raised by xxx CSO by end 2022 was £xxx

On the o
- How were the key stakeholders involved in your CLA approach?
- What were your key decision points and the information used in decision-making?
- Did your CLA approach ever evolve or shift over time? How?

The strongest cases describe efforts to implement CLA approaches intentionally and systematically within a program, team, and/or organization. Strong cases also describe holistic CLA approaches that combine multiple CLA subcomponents. As you tell your story, please reference the CLA subcomponents you selected above.]

(Approximately word limit: 550-600)

	Dropdown1: [Pause & Reflect]
	Dropdown3: [A. DEVELOPM ENT RESULTS]
	Factors: 
Building community trust; Yetu’s efforts have enabled a mindset to shift that communities can be leaders and contributors of their development. CSOs participants in the Yetu bootcamp were supported to engage communities and maintain open communication for accountability purposes and this led to CSOs starting to gain trust from their partners-the community they work with. On LDO formation, capturing and amplifying voices on locally led development proved to be a key success factor as the buy-in and ownership were readily achieved and the LDO were registered and attracted membership from local organizations. 

Environmental/policy barriers – especially the regulatory and tax frameworks still inhibits the long-term viability of local philanthropy. Addressing the long-term viability of local philanthropy in Kenya will require moving beyond the endogenous barriers faced by CSOs. It is necessary to address individual and community barriers with the whole community rather than a select number of CSOs. 

These barriers can be navigated through by utilizing (forming where there are none) the local development organizations as convening space for CSOs to engage in and explore topics around philanthropy – including policies, community perceptions, collaboration, other models of resource mobilization toward improving the long-term viability of local philanthropy and locally led development in Kenya. 

	DEVELOPM ENT RESULTS or ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS: 
Yetu had built the capacity of 323 CSOs by end of 2022 up from the 8 CSOs in 2014.This CSOs have cumulatively raised 275 million Kenya shillings both in-kind and in cash.The highest percentage of CSOs engagement and cash raised was between the period 2020-2022 and this is attributed to the shift in the approach of providing direct grants to CSOs to the adoption of bootcamp approach of capacity building. AKF published the course on its learning hub portal https://akflearninghub.org/courses/civil-society/community-philanthropy-for-csos/ . Successful formation of 11 LDOs was realized through internal collaborations with Mission Organizations for Development Support (MODS), USAID and the Government of Kenya. The 11 LDOs have provided a platform for 10,726 local organizations to convene and collaborate in addressing their priorities. Their priorities were captured in the eleven 5-year strategic plans developed through a community-led, community-managed, and community-owned process. This process which was inclusive and gender-sensitive adopted the ‘leaving no one behind’ mantra and reported the engagement of 5,218 women-led, 2,112 youth-led and 616 people living with disabilities organizations. The social accountability capacity of organized community groups was also built to ensure they are equipped with the tools to check the Government’s development progress, and this resulted to re-initiation of previously stalled projects which were monitored through a web-based platform known as Development Check. Roret Dispensary for example, was equipped with personnel and drugs while Kongowea Market land fill was cleared by the authorities following this community initiative. The CLA sub-components of internal and external collaboration, pause and reflect as well as scenario planning (through context and system analyses) played the greatest part in the realization of these results. 


